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Abstract 
Climate change impacts our electric power system 

in several ways, affecting both the load and generation. 
Here we investigate one part of these impacts, the effect 
of climate change on the supply of renewable energy.  
Analyzing 60 years of data, climate change is found to 
impact both the total supply available and its variability. 
This impact is found to vary significantly with location. 
Here we focus on and compare two disparate locations, 
Palma de Mallorca in the Balearic Islands and 
Cordova, Alaska. Using novel metrics, this analysis 
demonstrates the feasibility of a process to evaluate the 
changing needs for energy storage as well as the ability 
to evaluate the impact on grid reliability regarding both 
penetration of the increasing renewable resources and 
changes in the variability of the resource. This 
framework can be used to quantify the impact on both 
transmission grids and microgrids and can guide 
possible mitigation paths. 

  

1. Introduction  

As climate change from anthropogenic forcing 
becomes more and more evident [1], the changing 
weather patterns will increasingly have an impact on the 
renewable energy resource availability [2]. Increased 
cloud cover [3] could decrease the availability of solar 
power, decreased precipitation could reduce the 
availability of hydro-power [4], increased winds could 
increase the availability of wind power [5] (if it can be 
utilized). In other locations the opposite of these effects 
could be occurring. On top of these changes, in many 
cases the climate change we are seeing also manifests 
itself in increased variability [6, 7] and more extreme 
events in wind, precipitation, storms and other variables 
[8, 9, 10]. This can have as large an impact on the 

renewable energy resources as the secular change in the 
resource. These changes can impact the electric power 
system in several ways. On the load side, demand can 
change. For example, heat waves can increase demand 
and load variability. On the generation (supply) side, as 
discussed above, changes in weather and climate can 
impact the availability of solar, wind and hydro power 
(both positively and negatively). Finally, and very 
importantly, the increased variability in these can 
greatly increase the stress on the system [11, 12] and the 
need for increased energy storage capabilities [13, 14] 
in order to ensure that the supply can meet the demand 
when the resource is at its minimum and the load is at 
its maximum. It should be noted that some renewable 
energy resources can be more broadly distributed (i.e., 
not as concentrated in a very large plant) which can to 
some degree ameliorate the increased stress from the 
high variability [11, 12]. As penetration of these 
renewable resources increases these effects become 
only more important. Global warming affects all 
possible renewable energy sources. Here we will 
examine the possible impact it has on two of these 
energy sources, solar and hydro (though we will also 
mention wind briefly). To do this in the preliminary 
analysis we look at two locations which are far apart 
both in distance and climate region. One is Palma de 
Mallorca in the Balearic Islands, the other is Cordova in 
Alaska. At each of these two locations we have about 60 
years of meteorological data, which should be sufficient 
to detect any impact of global warming as during this 
period the average temperature of Earth [15] increased 
about 1 ˚C as shown in Figure 1. 

As one motivation for this work, recent reviews 
point to several needs in this area. A review and 
synthesis of studies on the impacts of climate change on 
renewable energy shows that most research has focused 
on hydropower and wind energy and highlights the need 



for regional analysis that also addresses economic 
impacts [16]. The uncertainty of climate impacts on 
energy at regional and global scales from a review of the 
literature motivates the need for a coordinated effort to 
develop a consistent framework for such assessments 
[17] which drives this attempt to build such a 
framework. 

Of importance to power production is the “amount” 
of a resource available. To investigate the potential 
impact of climate change on this we first examine any 
secular change in the resource. However, because 
renewable energy sources are already characterized by 
great variability, one of the concerns is the possible 
increase in this variability. To measure the variability 
we use multifractal analysis of the data, calculating the 
intermittency coefficient C(1) (as described in the next 
section) together with the impact that this variability has 
on the storage needed. The fundamental goal of this 
work is to allow exploration of the storage needs for 
various renewable electric power sources and how they 
might change given climate change. Additionally, the 
analysis seeks to understand the change in stress on the 
power transmission system and the change in risk 
inherent to that system. This paper demonstrates the 
preliminary steps towards this goal. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Annual average temperature anomaly 
showing an increase in the average temperature of 
the Earth as well as the Cordova AK and Palma 
Spain sites over the time period considered in 
degrees Celsius. 
 

In the next section we briefly present the analysis 
tools used in this study. In Section 3 we will discuss the 
meteorological data used and in sections 4 and 5 we 

discuss the results for Solar and hydro energy sources, 
respectively.  

 

2. Analysis tools 

In order to measure the impact of the climate 
change on the energy production of the renewable 
energies and to examine trends in the resource, we will 
measure the variability of the meteorological data to 
quantify how that impacts the needed energy storage. 
Here we describe some of the basic analysis tools that 
are used in this study. 

 

2.1. Intermittency 

To evaluate the variability of the meteorological 
data, we use multi-fractal analysis and calculate the 
intermittency of temporal signals. The method is 
described in Refs. [18, 19, 20]. Given a meteorological 
time series X = {xi, i = 1, . . . , N} that has been sampled 
at a constant sampling rate, we calculate:  

 
 

 
where 
 

 
 
This measure can be averaged over sub-blocks of 

data of length n < N, as follows: 
 

 
 

We then calculate the q-moments, ⟨ε(n, i)q⟩. In a given 
range of n-values, these moments are expected to scale 
like [18]: 

 

⟨ε(n, i)q⟩ ∝ n−K(q), 
 

where K(1) ≡ 0. If the time series X is mono-fractal, the 
function K(q) is asymptotically linear in q, otherwise the 
series is multi-fractal. We can now introduce the 
parameter C(q) which is defined as [21]: 
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The parameter C(1) is the intermittency parameter. Due 
to the singularity at q = 1, the intermittency parameter 
must be calculated as: 

 

 
 
The value of C(1) goes from 0, for a mono-fractal (low 
intermittency) time series, to 1 (high intermittency) as 
the multi-fractal character increases. The reason one 
uses this parameter is to quantify the level of multi-
fractality (or intermittency) of the measured signals. For 
most of the data analyzed here the sampling rate is one 
day. 

For precipitation data we included the intermittency 
sampled on both an hourly and daily basis. Other time 
scales could be of interest particularly for wind data but 
that will be presented elsewhere. When looking at the 
data we discuss the average rate of annual change 
obtained from the linear fit and the corresponding 
uncertainty determination. This linear fit should not be 
thought of as an actual functional description of the data 
(ie it need not be linear), but simply as a measure of the 
average rate of change over the time period considered. 
 

2.2. Calculating the storage needed 

An important component of the reliability of the 
power production which is impacted by the variability 
of the renewable energy is the energy storage. Here we 
calculate the energy storage needed in order to be able 
to guarantee an average power supply in the presence of 
the highly variable power production as described in 
reference [21]. First we need to evaluate the daily power 
flow that can be delivered to the customers in order to 
maximize efficiency and minimize the cost of storage. 
For example, if P(t) is the Solar power (or Wind power) 
produced every day and PF(t) is the power flow out of 
the plant, we can estimate the energy storage needed to 
ensure this power flow by calculating: 

 

 
The power flow out PF(t) is the one that minimizes 

the maximum of R with the condition R > 0 for all times. 
Then, maximum value of R(t) along the time interval of 
interest, MaxR, gives us the storage needed. 

The result of this storage calculation is strongly 
affected by large events. Therefore, it conveys different 
information than the intermittency. 

In this work we are trying to evaluate the effect of 
climate change, so we consider isolated electric power 
production facilities assuming they have the same 
characteristics in each location. If we were taking this 
one step further, we would include the power production 
plants in the corresponding grid and then the storage 
needs would change as would the optimal size of the 
plant. However, here we are not yet discussing the 
effects of and on the grid. We are also assuming a 
constant power production during each month. In a more 
realistic case we would optimize the production to the 
conditions of the grid and local climate. With these 
assumptions the needed storage is a good measure of the 
impact of climate, although it must be viewed as a 
relative measure in time and location. 
 

3. Data used in this study 

The basic historical reanalysis data that we have 
used is ERA5 and is obtained from the European Centre 
for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) 
Copernicus Climate Change Service [22]. Reanalysis 
combines observational data and gap-fills using a 
weather forecast model to construct a gridded data set of 
the atmosphere. From this source we have obtained 
hourly data from 1960 to 2020 for temperature, total 
surface solar radiation, precipitation amount and wind 
speed. We have combined the hourly data to construct 
daily data. It is on this daily time scale that we analyzed 
the data to model the generation power of the renewable 
energy [21]. 

The first characteristic that the data allows us to 
evaluate is the local impact of climate change on the two 
locations that we are considering. These results are 
shown in Fig. 1.  
 

At both locations, we can see a consistent increase 
in the yearly averaged temperature. Also, in both cases 
the increase is similar to or slightly larger than the 
increase of the averaged global temperature. The slope 
of the global temperature data is ~0.016 ˚C/yr while the 
Palma data shows ~0.020 ˚C/yr and Cordova with 
~0.029 ˚C/yr. This suggests that it should be possible to 
detect the impact of this warming on the local renewable 
sources. It’s also worth noting that the rate of change is 
larger in Cordova then it is in Palma, consistent with the 
notion of polar amplification [23]. 

In Palma we can complement the ERA5 data with 
AEMET data [24] to test the consistency of the input 
data. 
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4. Impact on solar plants 

The first data set we analyze is the one relevant to 
solar power. The ERA5 has hourly data for total surface 
solar radiation that can be directly related to the solar 
power production. This includes both the direct and 
indirect solar radiation received and therefore available 
at the surface. Importantly, in this work we do not scale 
this to account for the efficiency of the conversion, i.e., 
we are not including any particular model for the solar 
power “plant”. First, we measure the intermittency, 
C(1), of this data on a daily scale. We do not look at the 
hourly data for the solar due to the dominance of the 
diurnal cycle in that time series. In Fig. 2 we plot the 
result for the two locations. 

 
Fig. 2. Intermittency parameter for the solar 
radiation at the two locations. 
 

Clearly the level of intermittency is much larger in 
Cordova (averaging ~0.2) than in Palma (averaging 
~0.1). Additionally, the variance in the intermittency 
parameter is much larger in Cordova. The large 
fluctuations in the intermittency parameter makes it very 
difficult to assess the existence of a secular trend, 
perhaps a slow increase in time. If a trend does exist, it 
is very small and requires longer data sets measure 
reliably. 

We can look in both cases at the storage needs for a 
plant. To do that, we group the data in increments of 5 
years and based on the performance needs for the plant 
we calculate the storage required in each period. The 
results are shown in Fig. 3. We see that the storage 
needed for a power plant is larger in Cordova than in 
Palma. This is consistent with the high intermittency of 
the Cordova data. Additionally, we can see that both 
locations exhibit an increase of the storage need that is 
consistent with the secular trend likely due to global 

warming. Although was no clear increase in the case of 
the intermittency parameter, there is some correlation 
between the storage needs and the intermittency 
parameter. 

 
 

Fig. 3. Storage needed for a solar plant at the two 
locations. 
 

Because of the secular changes due to climate 
change another relevant issue to be analyzed is the 
power production at the plant. These secular changes are 
changes in the average incident surface radiation due to 
changes in cloud cover, number of sunny days and cloud 
opacity. In Fig. 4 we show the averaged production, 
again over periods of five years at the two locations as a 
function of time. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Averaged power production at a solar plant 
on the two locations. 



 
We can first see that in Palma the production of 

solar power is higher than in Cordova. This is of course 
consistent with Cordova being a much cloudier location 
then Palma a well as the much larger intermittency in 
Cordova. Furthermore, the production in Palma clearly 
increases over time while for Cordova it remains 
practically flat. Looking in detail one finds in Cordova 
a small increase from 1970 to 2019, but the optimal 
production in the 50’s and 60’s was high and that 
distorts the overall growth. 

One possible measure of the efficiency of highly 
variable renewable energy power plants is the ratio of 
the energy storage needed, Max R, to the averaged 
energy production in one day, <E>, that is MaxR/<E>. 
The lower this quantity is, the more “efficient” the 
system is in the sense that less energy storage is needed 
per power production unit. In Fig 5, we have plotted this 
quantity for both locations. It is clear from the figure that 
in Palma the solar energy can be a much more efficient 
system, as one could also conclude from the previous 
results. The very low efficiency of solar for Cordova is 
due to the large intermittency and high variability which 
makes it very costly from a storage perspective to get 
high reliability power from solar. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Ratio of the energy storage needed to the 
averaged daily energy produced by a solar plant in 
Cordova and Palma.  

5. Impact on hydro plants 

 
Globally there is clear evidence of the impact of the 

climate change on precipitation. In some regions there 

is a significant increase in the intensity and 
intermittency of precipitation events [6, 7]. There have 
already been evaluations of the impact of climate 
change on hydro production in some locations, like New 
Zealand [25]. In this work we will concentrate on the 
same two regions we have analyzed in the previous 
section. 

We consider the precipitation data, which is the 
data relevant to hydro plants. Once again the ERA5 
dataset has hourly data for precipitation for both 
locations that can be used to evaluate the power 
production. Again, we are not using a specific 
generation model used for the hydro power plants. 
Rather, we are using the available water from 
precipitation as a surrogate for the available power. First 
we measure the intermittency of this data on both hourly 
and daily time scales. In Fig. 6 and 7 we show the results 
for the two locations. 

We can see once again that the fluctuations in the 
intermittency parameter can be large. This time the 
intermittency and variance in the Palma data is much 
larger, on the order of a factor of two for both the hourly 
and daily data. This is opposite of the intermittency 
result for solar radiation which makes sense because 
Cordova is a consistently rainy location with an average 
annual precipitation of 3,769 mm and with 125 rainy 
days/year while Palma averages only 402 mm of 
precipitation per year. These results however do have 
some secular behavior with Palma showing an increase 
in the intermittency in the hourly data while Cordova 
has a small decrease in the hourly data.  

 
Fig 6. Intermittency parameter for the precipitation 
in Palma for hourly and daily data.  

 
 



 
Fig 7. Intermittency parameter for the precipitation 
in Cordova for hourly and daily data.  

 
 
To confirm these analyses in a location where 

climate change effects on precipitation are already being 
documented [26] we have done an analysis of the 
intermittency in a location in northern California, Lake 
Oroville, where we know the impact has been clear. In 
Fig 8, we show the intermittency parameter as a function 
of time calculated using ERA5 data for Lake Oroville. 

 

  
Fig 8. Intermittency parameter for the precipitation 
in Lake Oroville 

 
We see a consistent increase with time of the 

averaged intermittency, but more importantly the peaks 

of the intermittency increase at an even faster rate. 
These results for the Lake Oroville data are consistent 
with the increased drought periods and more extreme 
rainfall events. We therefore have clear evidence of 
different impacts on the intermittency as well as on 
secular trends in different regions. This validates the 
value of this type of analysis for power production. 

It is worth repeating that when looking at the 
intermittency data we discuss the average rate of annual 
change obtained from the linear fit and the 
corresponding uncertainty determination. The data 
clearly has a great deal of variability, and this linear fit 
should not be thought of as an actual functional 
description of the data (i.e., it need not be linear), but 
simply as a measure of the average rate of change over 
the time period considered. The slopes and uncertainties 
are shown in Table 1. The main points to be gleaned 
from this table are: 1) the hourly data has less 
uncertainty in the slope calculation, 2) the Cordova 
intermittency is decreasing with time (ie has a negative 
slope) with the sign of the slope outside the error bars, 
particularly for the hourly data, 3) the Palma data shows 
an increasing intermittency in the hourly data (outside 
the error bars) but for the daily data both signs of the 
slope are inside the error bars, 4) the Oroville data has a 
increasing intermittency with once again the hourly data 
slope sign outside the error bars. 

 
Time 
scale 

 Slope Uncertainty 

 Cordova   
Hourly  -0.000166 9.013e-05 
Daily  -0.000830 0.000746 
 Palma   
Hourly  0.001013 0.000588 
Daily  -0.001137 0.001377 
 Oroville   
Hourly  0.000771 0.000551 
Daily  0.000971 0.001524 

Table 1 The Fitted linear slopes and the uncertainty 
in those slopes for the precipitation intermittency 
data.  

 
Returning to the study locations of Cordoba and 

Palma, we examine the storage needs for hydro plants. 
Again, we bin the data in 5-year periods and based on 
the optimal performance needs for the plant we calculate 
the storage required in each period. The results are 
shown in Fig. 9. We can see that neither in Palma nor 
Cordova have any significant change in their storage 
needs over the time period. Particularly we can see that 
in both Palma and Cordova there is no significant 
increase in the storage needs in time. In the case of 
Palma, there a slight decrease. 



 

 
 

Fig.9. Storage needed for a hydro plant in Cordova 
and Palma.  
 
This different impact in the two locations is also 
reflected in the averaged power production. The power 
production is shown in Fig 10. As expected due to the 
differences in total precipitations, the optimal power 
production in Palma is much lower than in Cordova. In 
Palma that power shows a slight decrease over time 
while Cordova shows a small increase 

 

 
Fig.10. Power production at a hydro plant in 
Cordova and Palma.  
 

It is these slight trends in the overall optimal 
production combined with the opposite trends in the 
intermittency which keep the storage needs fairly 
constant.  

Finally, we compare the efficiency in both locations 
as we did in the previous section. The results are in Fig. 
11. Clearly the efficiency is considerably better in 
Cordova. As with the solar power, this is due to a 
combination of the increased amount of hydro available 
( more precipitation) and the decreased intermittency in 
Cordova when compared to Palma.  

 

 
Fig.11. Ratio of the energy storage needed to the 
averaged daily energy produced by a hydro plant 
in Cordova and Palma.  

 

6. Conclusions 

Resilience and reliability of the power systems are 
critical to the operation of modern society. As renewable 
energy sources increase their penetration in the power 
system the impact of their variability grows. As the 
magnitude and effects of climate change increase many 
of the renewable resources (such as solar, hydro, and 
wind generation) will also be impacted both through the 
availability of the resources and the variability of those 
resources. In this paper we have done a preliminary 
analysis of the effects from climate change observed 
over the last 60 years for two locations. For the sake of 
brevity, we only show the impact on precipitation 
(hydro power) and surface solar radiation (solar power) 
but similar results are found for wind (wind power). The 
two locations we investigated, Cordova and Palma, 
where chosen because they are well separated in both 



distance and climate regions (polar versus subtropical). 
It was found that even over this limited time the effects 
of climate change can be seen in some of the 
characteristics we measured and not in others and there 
were differences in the impacts at the two locations. At 
both locations the storage needs increased with time for 
solar but changed little for hydro. The efficiency (using 
storage needed per production unit as our measure of 
efficiency) of the hydropower was much higher in 
Cordova then Palma but was reversed for solar power 
with Palma much higher efficiency then Cordova. Both 
of these are expected due to the nature of the weather at 
the two locations but this shows that this measure can be 
used to investigate the appropriate mix of renewable 
generation make the most sense at various locations. It 
is worth pointing out that currently there are no hydro 
plants on the Balearic Island though there was one 
which operated from 1908 till 1962. 

In each of these measures the variability of the 
resource is an important component of the measure. 
However, the variability, which we characterized with 
the intermittency parameter, also has a large impact 
directly on grid reliability [11, 12] as does the degree of 
distribution of the renewable resource. The 
intermittency parameter for the precipitation showed a 
small increase for Palma, a larger increase for Lake 
Oroville and little change for Cordova. It showed little 
change for the solar radiation data. Both the change over 
time of the intermittency parameter and the differences 
with location are very important for understanding risk 
(failure risk) for both transmission grids and microgrids 
as the penetration of the high variability renewable 
electric power generation sources increases. These 
metrics form the structure for a framework that can 
quantify the impacts of climate and climate change on 
both transmission systems and microgrids. It 
importantly also points toward how one can mitigate the 
impacts with energy storage. The next step in this work 
is to apply these methods to longer time series, more 
locations and future climate scenarios to quantify the 
impacts and risk in various locations as we move into 
the new climate conditions.     
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